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CONCEPT
Armonica is a fluid and elegant telescopic system for dynamic spaces. Made of framed glass panels, 
Armonica allows reconfiguration of private areas into open spaces for meetings and events.

SLIDING TRACK
Armonica does not require any floor track. The telescopic movement is handled by the ceiling track only, 
which are typically recessed in the header. Sliding tracks are equipped with soft-closing mechanisms to 
improve usability comfort. 

PANELS
Sliding panels can be single or double glazed, or solid wood veneered. Fixed panel can be modified to 
be a pivot door. When the configuration is open the sliding panels are stacked next to the fixed panel in 
an aligned manner. 

DESIGN
Dimensions: 38mm[1-1/2”] x 18mm[5/8”]. 
Profiles have a system tolerance of -3mm[-1/8”] / +3mm[+1/8”]. Profiles are available in multiple 
anodized, powder-coated or veneered finishes. 

LAYOUT
Maximum module size: 1.370mm [4’ 6”] wide and 3050mm [10’] high. 
Armonica composition can be single or double side sliding and made of 1 fixed and a maximum of 4 sliding 
panel per side. These characteristics allow a maximum composition of a 10 sliding panel, 5 per side.  
Whether necessary, the fixed panel can turn into a pivot door to allow access in the room when Armonica 
is closed. 

GLASS
Tempered and laminated glass with a thickness of 6mm [1/4”], 8mm [5/16”] or in double glazed of 4mm 
[1/8”] each are available in Armonica. 

FEATURES
Armonica is a airy and minimal partition designed for aesthetic purposes. 
Design and usability are the core values of the the product which have an acoustic insulation 
performance of 26 to 31db. 

HARDWARE
Each sliding panel has a floor guide (roller) under the sliding frame to prevent swinging during opening 
and closing movements. Levers, locking hardware and pulls are available to be applied to the Armonica 
composition.
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